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SUBJECT :EVS                                                                                                  Class:III 

Section -  A 

I . Choose the correct option: 

1. A room where we rest 

a) Bed room               b) dining room       c)  kitchen 

2. A lion lives in a  

a) Burrow                   b) den                      c) tree 

3. They are round, long and triangular 

a) Flowers                  b) stem                     c) leaves 

4. They store water in their stomach 

a) Camel                     b) lion                       c) elephant 

5. The coconut tree grows near the   

a) Water                    b) sea                         c) mountains 

6. Mango and neem trees grow in  

a) Warm places        b) mountains            c) deserts 

7. Cheetah, horse and zebra are  

a) Good runners      b) reptiles                  c) insects 

8. Our mother cooks food in  

a) Drawing room     b) kitchen                   c) store room 

9. Small bushy plants like rose and cotton are 

a) Trees                     b) herbs                      c) shrubs  

10. An elephant showers water on its body with its 

a) Teeth                    b) trunk                       c) legs                

      II. Give one word answer for the  following Questions: 

1. It teaches us to love our family members. ____________            

2. It makes our life comfortable.  ______                            

3. An animal that spread diseases.   _____                       

4. An animal that swims with the help of its flippers.  ______             

5. An insect with six legs.  _______             

6. An  animal that hops. ______ 



                

7. They prepare food for the plants._______               

8. An animal that lives in water. _______    

9. An object used to clean our house._______ 

10.  The main source of water on the earth.______ 

 

Section - B 

     III. Answer the following questions briefly: 

1. Name the home we make for  

a) dog                                  b) kennel 

2. Name any two rooms of a home. 

3. Name two desert animals. 

4. Where do animals live? 

5. Name two shrubs. 

Section – C 

      IV.Answer the following questions in 20-30 words: 

Q1. What happens when seeds are put in wet soil? 

Q2. Name two big animals and two very small animals. 

Q3. How we can clean our home regularly? 

Q4. Why leaves are called the kitchen of plants? 

Q5. Name the animals that are good runners? 

Section – D 

      V. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words: 

    Q1. Why do animals move from one place to another? 

    Q2. Why should we allow sunlight to come in our home? 

    Q3. Define: 

         a) Trees                            b) Herbs 

    Q4. What are aquatic animals?  Name any two.  


